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ABSTRACT
The first annual meeting of the Southwest Reading
Conference for Colleges and Universities was held in` April 1952 as a
result of, interest expressed in college readidg programs--either the
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The theme of the conference was ,!Developing a Reading Program for
_College Students,",This report,contains the following papers
presented at the conference: "The Reading Program in the College
- Curriculum" by William Eller; "Problems in the Administration of the
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the High School Reading Program?" by. William J. Robinson; and "A
Developmental Reading Program" by Oscar S. Causey. This report also
"includes a summary 'of the conference, a list of answers to 40
questions submitted at the conference, and a directory of attending
representatives. (JM)
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PREFACE.,

The first annual meeting of the Southwest Reading Conference for

colleges and universities was held as a result of interest expressed in col.lege reading programs by persons cooperating in a survey of reading+programs in colleges and universities in the Southwest. Detailed informatIon'

relating to the various types of programs was requested.
I

.

Questionnaires were sent to one hundred fifty institutions of higher

as one inlearning in six states. The high percentage of replies was talten
.

dication of interest in reading programs,tor college students. Thirty one

institutions reported that they were giving such courses. A number of

presidents, deans, directors of counselling and teachers of E ucation,
English and psychology, in addition to directors of reading rograms, expressed a desire either to improve the programs already under way or to

initiate program*. The following quotations from replies are characteristic.
"It is high time we got' together to clarify our philosophies and methods,"

"By all means let's get together and discuss our problems". "Please give
,

us infoi.mation relating to successful procedures". "Why not have a newsletter so information can be exc,hanged":

'

Developing A Reading Program For College Students was the theme
of the, conference.

Publication of the proceedings was made possible by the,cooperation

of the speakers on-the program in submitting, copies of their addresses:
cere appreciation is expressed to each person who hadfra part iniithe program

for the time spent, for the contributionto, the success of the conference and
for making, the publication of the proceedingS,pcissible.

Oscar S. Causey.
.4
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THE READING PROGRA41 AT THE. COLLEGE CURRICULUM

Dr.' William Eller, Director of Reading
..1.0. bOratory, University of Oklahoma

The reading habits of most adults' in this country could be markedly
improved through a program of specific training in speed and comprehension
skillt requiring only a few weeks of guided practice. For young adults in
°

college, such improvement in reading ability can effect significant improve
ment in academic performance. College professors, when asked the reasons
for failures among their.students, usually include "poor reading and study
habits" in their lists. In recognition of this cause of academic deficiency,
many colleges have provided some sort of instruction in reading techniques
for students of poor reading ability. Most of these college reading programs
have been incorporated into the total college programs in the past decade.
The attendance at this conference indicates that college afficials throughout
the Southwest recognize the significance of the reading problem among
college and university students, even though some conference visitors are
representing institutions which ak yet have not planned an attack on the
problem.

The widespread interest in college reading instruction stems not
only from the realization of the importance of adequate reading ability in
college academics, but from an awareness of the very gratifying results
achieved by the current methods. of teiiching reading to adults. In the literature, readint speed has been accorded considerably more attention than
has reading comprehension, ,although, of course, reading without Comprehension id not really reading. The greater attention has been devoted to
speed, because the typical college student in a training program will increase his rate of reading about 100%, whereas his comprehension increase
during the same period may be only 10% or 15%, as measured by one of
the widely-used standardized tests.
During the first eight weeks of the second semester, 1951-52, 140
students were enrolled in the reading improvement course at the University
of Oklahoma. During this eight weeks session, the average increase in
reading speed was 88%; the average increase in comprehension was 46%.
Both percentages are based on results of two forms of the Iowa Silent
Reading Tests, one form given at the beginning of the program and the alternate form at the' termination. The comprehension gain is probably at
least partly spurious, since.a student who has performed on one form of
the Iowa Silent is at an advantage when an alternate forin is administered.
During this same eight weeks period, L.D. Gilmore, a clinician in
the reading laboratory at the University of Oklahoma, conducted. an experiment which compared improvements,in reading skills made by enrolees in
the college reading pro'gram with changes inreading abilities of a similar
group of students who were not given formy reading instruction. Mr. Gilmore's subjects were freshman students in the Army ROTC program at
'Oklahoma. Two sections of these students, 42 cases, were given the eight
weeks Of reading training which is standard at that institution; two other
16

ROTC sections (33 t\`ases) were giveri no reading instruction. All four
sections were tested, with the Iowa Silent Reading Test at the beginning of
the eight weeks sessi\ant and again at the end with an alternate form of the
test During the training period, the average reading speed of the men in
two experiinental' ections increased from 267 words per minute to 404
words per minute. Th average speed among khe controls changed during
among the
that time from 269 to 2'73 words per minute. The improvement aiong
experimentals was state tically significant at the .1% level:of confidence;
the change among the controls was attributable to chance. The experimental sections demonstrated a moderate increase in comprehension, significant at the 10% leVel of confidence; the control groups showed no gains in
comprehension. ,
Most college reading instructors who have been attacking students'
reading problems for any 'Considerable period have devoted some effort to.
the. improvement of comprehension skills, and have experienced some success. However, since comprehension is not increased much for the average
student, it should be pointed out that the marked improvement in rate of
reading alone.would be sufficient justification for college reading instruction, as long. as such progresScan be effected without loss in.comprehension.
The volume Of reading which confronts the college student is great enough
that if 4 can be. helped to reduce -his reading time by half, he should have
quite ,a bit more lime for other academic chores. One of the\piOneers.iii
Iowa,
the field of college reading, Dr. .I. J3. Stroud of the University of"number
of ,
student
who
readg
a
certain
used to say in jest, "If I can take a
pages _an hour without understanding? and can get him to "not understand"
that much printed matter in a half, hour, I maintain- that I've helped him."
Perhaps theneed for rapid reading is most apparent when fast.er
reading rates axe considered as an asset in critical reading and thinking.
Social scientists are concerned about the critical reading abilities not only
of college students, but of the entire adult population. One requisite for
critical reading is a'. good background of information, and one of the best
ways to. acquire a background is through wide reading. If a student. can
double his rate of reading, he can double his opportunitiesJo enrich his
background. By way of illustration, consider a student who Wishes to find
out about Socialism in England. He may begin his study by reading a book,
but if he knows 'very little about England's 'socialistic, programs, he can't
read' the book very critically. After he has read half a dozen books representing different points of view, he can read Much more intelligently on'
the subject. In dealing with any subject, the mOre information a. reader
possesses when he begins to read, the more critically he can read; and,
the more rapidly he can read, the more he canchbild up his informational
background in a given period of time.
*Here in the Southwest, there is a partictillar need forreading train -,
ing for college students, since our students are, on'the average, somewhat
inferior to the average Of college students throughont the country in the
matter of reading ability. Recently, Ernest A. japeip, director of the
7
,

,

reading program at Northeastern State College, Tahlequah, Oklahoma, burveyed the reading abilities of freshmen entering ,s everal of Oklahoma's
institutions of higher education. His research in icated that 63% of the
freshmen entering the University of Oklahoma the past five years have
fallen below the national median on the, reading ection of the Ohio State
Psychological Examination. Even less reassu pig was the disclosure that
78% of the freshmen entering Oklahoma A & M College fell below the median
score on the reading test employed at that ins itution. While Jones did not
collect data from any Southwestern states oth r than Oklahoma, it is probable that any colleges in this region-woul provide similar data if the
..0
experiment were repeated.
The foregoing paragraphshave deal with the necessity for reading
instruction in dolleges, and the satisfying esults usually obtained,when
such Instruction is offered. Some attentio must be devoted to the actual
incorporation of the reading program into the college curriculum.
Most college reading programs no in existence are #upervised
locally by (1) the English or communicat ns skills department, (2) the
psychologrguidance department or (3) t e education department. 'There
are, as would be expected, advantages d disadvantages in each of the
three arrangements. Certain personne of the education department usually
are best informed about the teaching of eading,'but in some instances they
have failed to realize that adult readin instruction should be-different from
the teaching of:elementary reading in great many respects. In colleges
which have a cOmmunications skills pr gram, the instructors of that department may well be the logical, supervis rs of,the reading program; and the
task certainly belongs in their domain An arrangement which provides for
joint management by the education an communications skills staffs has the
advantages of both the methodological know-how and a wise perspective of
the place of the reading instruction in the total skills progr,am.
At present, only a few colleges and universities have reading programs which local administrators co sider entirely adequate. It is common practice to administer a reading test to entering freshmen, to locate
the poorest readers, and then to pro ide instruction to these low-scoring
members of. the group. While the ph losophy 0/ this approach seems
reasonable,' it fails to re-cognize the fact that many of the,good readers in
the freshman class -- or ih an of th classes -- would improve their
reading skills tremendously if instru tion were provided, and it can be
argued that it is just as important to help the good reader to become an
outstanding reader as it is to help th; poor reader to become art average
reader.
Some colleges charge an 'extr fee for enrollment in the reading linprovemept course. Since special e.q ipment and materials are usually used
in the training, it seems appropriate that a nominal fee b,e charged, 11 ,
desired, as it so 'Often is'in Oannecti n with iaboratgry science courses. A
small fee might e ven,disdourage stu ents who la e not genuinely interested.
But bechuse the'develoPment of reading skill mar mean the difference be8
t
.

.

,

tween success an_ d failure for some students, the fee should not be exces
sive to the 'point that some poor readers courdn't afford the instruction.

Doubtless, there are many satisfactory arrangements for supervising reading programs in various local situations. The important aim
right now is to make this training available to all students,who can profit'
from it, 'so that they no longer need stumble along without a respectable
command of this indispensable tool for learning.

PROBLElON THE ADMINISTRATION OF A COLLECT

LEADING PROGRAM

Albert J. Kingston, Jr.
Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College
,

.

.

Many difficulties beset the remedial specialist who is charged with
the responsibility of organizidg and administeri a college reading program. Many of these problems grow out
e unusual role played by a
N' 1-,W
evading programin the college-commu rn . Reading prograrps are cornparatively recent innovations and many f the difficulte s which arise are
due to this condition. In this discussion an attempt ha been made to touch
upon many of these factors. It must be realizectfron the onset that some
of the difficulties which are discliased will not be encountered in all institutions, alid that many sliecific problems will arise in any
a one institution
which are nOt'common to other institutions. It must
be recognized.
that this discussion'does not presume to encompass .all of the pi'oblerns
which must be faced by the remedialist.
Analysis of the problems raceciby the readi0 specialist probablY
may best be made b-y.categorizing the difficulties into two al'eas: those
which concern the integration of the prbgra.m into the, existing structure of
the college or urfiversity, arid those problems which arise in connection
with the organization and operation of the reading prOgram itself. It must,
9

-

be recogniz d; however, that areas are not dicatomies but merely are
convenient f mes of reference erriployed for the purpose of clearer. analysik
In att cking t e problems which arise in connection with the administration of al-ollege
ding,prOgl- am, it might be wise first to consider
/(a.
.

the implications of Auch a program upori,the institution which sponsors it.
BasiCally, the inaugurat on of a reading program connotes an admission
that the institution seeks to apply an educational philosophy which dedicate&J
itself to assisting the stu ent in so far as possible in Making an adequate
adjustment to college study. Herein lies the first problem which faces the
reading specialist. On the campus of every college, one can find many
professional men, who do not believe that the college should concern itself
with students who lack adequate preparation or who fail to Make normal
adjustments. This group of academicians feel that the establishment of a
reading improvement,program is ari overt admission of lowered academic
standards and "watered course work's. This conflict'in philosophy becomes
more apparent if course credit-is proposed for student participation in the
reading program. All who are engaged in the fiueld of reading have heard
exclamations of disgust an disparaging statements fro faculty, members
who believe that an institution of higher learning should of waste.its time
with a student who failed to eveloip adequate teading skills prior-to enrol-

lment. The director ()La reading program 'must "Sell" hi program to this
group of the faculty. The selling cannoebe done through slick, stper-sales
techniques, but can be done through 'discussions and meetings, conducted in

a professional manner. After a period of time; the reading specialist
should be able to demonstrateto this group the value of his services by Use
of follow-up studies and other research methods. Another technique which

10

has consid,erable value is to invite groups of the faculty to enroll, in the
program so that they might gain firsthand knowledge of the methods erri
ployed and the results obtained.
. Most of the group who participate will become strong supporters of. tike program. The specialist_will also have
additional ammunition to utiliie if he has some knowledge of the large number of accredited'and highly regarded institutions which have established
reading programs. He should also draw attention to the reports toncerning
'industrial and armed forCes reading programs..
Other problems d.evelopat the opposite end of the scale. Many
faculby members will welcome, the establishmerit of a reading program and
will regard it as,i;.a. panacea foreall of the difficulties encountered by students.
The reading specialist must caution this group and carefully explein the
limItations of his program. He must take pail-4s to prevent his program
from becoming the refuge of students who have all sorts of maladjustments.
Many students will be referred who.do not have true reading disabilities
but rather' have inadequate schOlastic aptitudes foreign language handicaps,
and socialemotional maladjustments\ Although some students may have
problems related to reading, such as ineffective study habits and poor
spelling and writing achievements, they may best be aided by other student
personnei services.
The reading special4fa.ces other difficulties which grow out of his
subordinate position in the college hierarchy.. He must secure the wholehearted cooperation of his superior if his efforts are to be fruitful. Many
college administrators tend to regard a reading program in the same light
as they would another academic program: This prohlerii becomes intensified if the reading piogram carries credit. 'Often college policies and
regulations hamper a ecialist in individualizing his program to the extent he desires. Othe difficulties. arise regarding grading systems, delimiting Flass size, and per-pupil training cost. Sometimes administrators
fail to recognize that mechanical aids, motion picture filrrise standardized
reading, tests, and test answer sheets are expensive. Some administrators
tend to compare reading program expenses with the instructional costs of
such krelated subjects as Engli-Sh Education, or foreign, languages; Sim,
ilarly, some A:iministrators tend to talc ate the reading specialist's work,
load by',employing the same criteria util ed to evaluate the load of:ati acac
demic,teacher. These administrators f it to recognize eLdirector
that :,thcif

must spend consider ble
time in individual work cona reading ,pro r
.
ferences de oted to the diagnosis of a tudent's difficulties and to the plan. ning and supervising of the pupil's program. In Many college-reading 1:)jo grams, maximum stiident gains are not being realized becauselhe specialist
lacks sufficient time to supervise the progress of students as'cloSely as
desired.- The reading specialist must familiarize his snperiOr with
work problems if he is avoic4these pitfalls. Despite the contrary opinion
held by sorrie college inst uctors,. most college and university administra
tors are usually willing to listen to reason.
it

,

,

1
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In passing, it might be well to rrfEntion another area wh ch some-

time creates difficulties. This problem involves the question of which

department or service should sponsor and operate the reading program.
The development of many programs are aborted because the sponsoring
group fails. to enlist the support and cooperation of all the departments sof
the institutkon. Effective reading programs have been developed tinder the
aegis of departments of Education, English, and Psychology, in addition to
various udent personnel services. The sponsorship of the reading probe. determined by studying local conditions and the finaldecigram sho
sion should be based upon the discovery of the Most effective location. The
establishment of the program itself should be joint enterprise v
'C o nei derable discussion has been evote to the difficulties entailed
in the establishment and acceptance of the eading program within th'e total
framework of the institution. After these difficulties have been eliminated,
the remedialist must face certain problems in the organization and administration of the program itself. .He must study many factors before lie,
launches his program. A sound approach is to analyze the,needs of the
student population,' and to design his course to satisfy these needs. He
must decide ,which, skills need.emphasis' and determline the amount of time
which should be devoted to such phase,s as vocabulary development, word
attack, word recognition, span of recognition training, etc. He must de-,
cide whether to employ an individualized clinical approach or to establish
a group program with emphasis upon ctelopmetital reading. If his situation is typical, he will find that both approaches are needed.
As most colleges and universities have developed group programs*
o in reading improvement, it might prove beneficial to analyze some of the
difficulties which arise from this methbd. In the development of group
programs, the speciaAist usually e,mploys one of two approaches. He may
utilize a "shot-gun" approach which consists of touching briefly upon many
subskilll or he may channel hit.program so that only,fokir or five skint
are emphasized. In employing either approach the specialist must make
provisions for individuals whose needs are not being satisfied. His pror
gram mugt be flexible enough to provide for individualize training and
diagnosis.
One of thE most controversial questions which f ces the sp.ecialist
who
elops .a group program is whethec or not course credit should be
granted for student participatio n. Many Valid arguments have been proffered
to support both sides of this question. As previously rnentione4, many
proTestional men feel that credit lowers aidencitc--standards: `Others fear
that the reading cotirrre is in danger of becoming a haven for the student
Aishopper",. Still others be,lieve thall, if credit is .given for developingas.lequate reading shills," credit should also be given to students who make
educational, vocational,. or personal adjuistments with the assistance of
other counseling services. °Those who favor giving creditargue that many
st dehts who need the.training will not seek it,as readily as they should if
credit
it is not offeied. Many reading specialists feel that it is difficult to
0

r
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hold students as long as they desire if no-credit is allowed. Reading programs which do not carry credit often do loseas many as fifty percent of
their students prior to the completion'of training. Again the specialist
must analyze the local situation to determine whether a more effective
program can be deve/oped if credit is offered..
If credit is offered for the reading program, certain difficultieS
arise in the determination of grading standards; Two methods of grading
are common. One plan requires that each student be evaluated in terms of
his individual progress and achievement. An alternate method is to grade
students in terms of standards or norms which have been determined more
or less arbitrarily. Although the latter plan seems to be unrealistic iu,the
light of individual differences among .students, it seemselo be the usual
14method of grading students in their academic coursbs. Molt re
cialists agree that the better plan is to grade students in terms of their
progress. This technique of grading, however, causes certain difficulties.
ES-sentially this method is dependent upon the equivalency of the test
materials employed to determine the. student's progress. Unfortunately,
no &completely adequate material or standardized tests are awilahle.
Another difficUlty may arise when students discover the grolfilig method.
Some may deliberately depress' their initial reading performances so that
spuriously high achievement results are obtained. When credit and grades
are offered for participation, in a,reading pro'gram, the specialist should
seek constantly to deemphasize those aspects and to emphasize that the
objective is reading improvement per .se. Oneadditional caution should be
voiced if the program, has been develoX so that students are graded in
terms of individual progress. The specialist must familiarize administrators, counselors, and teachers with his grading 'system.. Faculty members who work with students must recognize that a'st4lent who has secured
1.*

an above average grade in the reading program, ,ne,,ed,not 13e an above average
or superior reader when compared to the total student population of the
,1
institution.
Certain other fActors related to the actual administration of the
0.
program should `also' be considered. Some of these have been briefly 'mentioned previously. It_is imperative that the specialist keep his program so
flexible that the needb of each student can be satisfied:- The framework of
any program should be sufficiently broad so that the substitution of one
training technique and exercise for another can be made easily whenever

of a student's difficUlties indicate the desirability of such a step..
As motivation and desire to improve play important roles in reading in-a
-provement, the specialist should be constantly alert for opportunities to
develop and increase these factors. In this connection he should pay careful attention to the various materials utilized in the program. All material's
should be checked in terms of interest appeal and readibility. Material
should be varied, ,and range from., comparatively simple to complex. The
specialist will sometimes find that it is difficult to obtain as much material
as he desires, although publishers are doing a better job in developing
diagnosis,

8
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suitable material., Still the .program director must realize that many.of the,
-students who roll in the program will have strong negative f9,e4ings regarding readi 8. These antipathies will have to be broken down!if the
reading traini is to be effective.
As-previously mentioned, reading improvement programs tend to/ *
be costly. The program' director should explore the .'possibilities of
transferring some of the costl'o the.studentswhO benefit from the, training.
Oneof the most effective. and simplest methods to CIO so fs.to charge a
laborator9. fee. If this method is not possible, another workable system is
to,compile the exercise material into amanual which each student is required to purchase. Local conditions will determine which of these prac-

tices is better.

ProbKyrs sometimes d velop in connection with the location of the
reading lAboratory and its physical facilities. Whenever possible, die
laboratory should be located itya comparatively quiet, well - lighted and
well-ventilated room. It should be located in a central spot on the campus,
which at the same time is somewhat removed from the main roads of stu- .
dent traffic. The room should be allocated to the reading program so that
equipment may be readily available. Nothing ).s more discouraging thian
-the task of having to assemble and disassemble equipment before and after
use. The availability of equipment often encourages the students to use it
during their free hours. Items of equipment should be protected, however,
from the curious student to whom they are .enticing playthings. If feasible,
in the proximity/of the counseling services
-the laboratory should be
so that referrals may be made readily when deemed advisable.
In this discussion an attempt has been made to touch upon many of
the difficulties which beset the director of a college reading program. It ,
is realized that many problems have not been mentioned and that none have
been fully explored. Many other prolltems arise in some institutions which
are not typical or usual. In other schools many of the problems discussed
will never arise. The conscientious reading specialist will always face
is never
problems in the administration of his program. to ideal
achieved. When the specialist has solved most of the existing'problems in
his program, he %hould seek new ones The best reading prcgrams are
not Static, but rather are dynamic. It is only when one is 'aware'of,difficillAies and shortcomings that growth and iMprovement pdke place.

14.
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THE COUNSELING SERVICE IN RELATION TO THE READING PROGRAM
vs
.

Dr. Thomas F. Richardson, Dean of Stu"dents, Texas Christian University

In considering this topic, I should like to approach it from the view---*

pint of the clinical counselor. The clinical psychologist or clinical coun-,

selor, as he approaches the individual case, always wants to know three
things about the,person: (1) Motivation, (2) Capacity, and (3) Control. I
shall discuss each of these briefly and then show. my view of the place of
the reading clinic in a counseling situation.
Motivation:' This means go'als or objectives. Does a,student really
want to achieve an education? 'Does he really desire to master a course?
Does he hope to secure _a college education and a professional education and
then continue to be studious enough to keep abreast of his business or profesion? Dpes he realize the value of scholarly pursuit as an avocation or
life enjoyment? There are sorhe of the' motives or goals that must be considered in counseling college students.
Capacity: Capacity includes all of those characteristics of a person
which will enable him to achieve his goals. In other words, capacf4r is
"What it takes" to cope with all the factors of one's life situation in order
to move successfully toward the. achievement of established goals.,. In this'
category, we think of native intelligence, personality factors, temperament,
aptitudes, energy, endurance, perseverance, emotional stability, and
..

o many

other such, as skills.

011ntrol: Control, in this brief presentation, may be thought of as
Co

the ability of an individual to bring to bear his capacities toward the sVcessful achievement of his goals. It also implies his being able to curb some
impulses in order to make progress toward a chosen goal. Underlying the
whole concept of control is the implication that one must be able to avoid
many immediate goals that may be desirable in order that a more desirable
future or more ;distant goal may be achieved. Also, there is the whole
matter of the ability of the individual to deal with the environment realistically in order to avoid the loss of selfesteeri, to avoid frustration, and
all other. threats and to face life as a well;adjusted individual. Without
prolonging this discussion too far, will point out'some of the ways that
control may be expressed.
Repression, or overc9ntrol is evidenced when a person,is afraid to ,
act for fear of the consequences to his ego 4 self-integrity.
Undercontrol, or over-expressiveness: Here we find the individual
moving ahead of his culture in an uninhibited, impulsive, or over-aggressive manner. This state can cause one much embarrassment and much
concern on the part of friends, asSociates, and counselors.
Anxietor tentative control is evidenced when ones goals are too
remote and when one must postpone achievement over %oolong a period.
I. hope that this introduction has not been too long and that I may now
have an opportunity to mention my assigned topic. Just what does all of
this have to deb with reading? In the few remaining minutes I shall attempt
to point out some implications.
.
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1. For most students, the real'goals that should motivate i-i
hundreds of pages of reading matter must be successfully mastered.
,
2. Reading skill becomes one of the most, if not the most, ne ded
..
capacity.
3. Speed of reading must be achieved in order to even keep in sight
of the goal.
4. Comprehension in reading determines the quality ofprogress
toward achievement.
i
5. Accuracy Of interpretation of the concepts read ddtermines the
.
soundness of learning.
Even
learning
the
enjoyment
of reading becomes a capacity much
6.
to be desired.
7. Frustratiwover the lack of this capacity leads to many emotional
brocks.and ultirriately a defeatist attitude toward the whole matter of getting
40P
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.
.
an education.
8. I am convinced that the inability to read and consequently the

.t,
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inability to study is one of the greatest problems facing many college students.
..ii
From these views, now let me copclude with my statement of the
relationship between the counseling services and the reading program.
Student personnel services are defined as all of those services
which are designed to aid students in ening the most but of their college
experience. Sometimes the designat)2
n non - academic is used to describe
these services. From this definition, it is easy to see that a reading program is a student personnel service.. In fact, it is sometimes operated
through the student personnel office.
At Texas Christ ian Univeisity, *erecognize this very irpportant
service and cooperate in the following ways: (1) By administering thediagnosti4c, reading test for freshmen students in order,that we may cliscover those vdho need the reading service, (Z) By cooperating with Mr.
Causey in presenting the program toentering 6tuaents, (3) By referring
students. from any level who are obviously in need of the reading service.
We are very interested in this program and,believe.that'its success
will improve the chances for, success of a considerable sectorof.our.stu
dents. .I hope that we may be able to follow throtigh on some-research to
find out specifically how students are being aided' by these services.
MI
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METHODS, TECHNIQUES, PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS USED
IN THE COLLEGE RE.ADING PROGRAM

Dr. A. L. Long, Prosfessor of Education,
StephenF. Austin State College
There are few cif any aspects of the study-learning situation which
are as important to-dthe student as gffective reading. It has been only in
recent times that people have expressed definite concern regarding the
proficiency of reading att`the college level. As teachers of mdre mjature
students, we nave been ip.clined to regard reading as a simple, easy,
non-essential skill which in'time each individual student would in,some

myste4ious'manner acquire. Bossing states that:'
"Indeed, the beginnings of wide interests in the subject
among American educational leaders came after World
War, More studies of a scientific nature on the subject
of reading were published in 1923 than in the:period
.

.4.

a" %,

1880-1916."1

this new, interest and impetus in reading came' about largely from

threefactors or causes; (i.e.) (1) because of the reading,,inefficiencies.of

,

college students,' (2 becauee of the. scientific cliscoyerie:of many truths
which directlyor indirectly affect reading, (3) bgtc'atise reading demands
are much greater than formerly..
There was a time when, if a student did an inferior qtiaIity of work,
herwas regarded as being low in general mental ability. At present the
tendency is to investigate and see really what is. causing the inefficiency.
The data seem to indicate that reading inefficiency may be due to 'any one
of a dozen causes, or a combination of two or more Causes,. some of which
may be of a physical or emotional nature. With the different instruments
now employed for the purpose of measuring ability and performance of, stn.,'
dent's, we should be able to locate the cause of almost any kind of difficulty.
The need for efficient reading today is much greater than it'has ever
'
been. It was estimated.some time ago that the average college graduate
cent
more
material
than
was
required
was required to read seventy per
just ten years prior to thattime. Notices that nothing at all'is said about
the quality of reading which is required, It seems that it would be only
reasonable to expect that college students now are not only required to read
nkore material, but to become a more proficientreader; even to the point
of'becoming expertin the art of reading.
It is estimatedby reliable authorities that approximately fifteen per
cent of adults in Our present society cannot' read a newspaper intelligently.
It was demonstrated in.the Armed. Forces in. World War II that eight weeks
of concentrated training would produce or result in readingefficiency of
iiinetv.per. cent of the subjects attaining a reading efficiency comparable to
that of foUrth grade reading level.

'Bossing, N.L., Teaching in Secondary-Schools, p. 549.
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Studies made of reading in institutions of higher learning show tha,t
from twenty-five to fifty per cent of the institutions of higher learning and
now partidipating in reading programs qf one 'kind or another. In a-studymade by the University of Minikesota, 'rbsults showed sixty per cent of the,
.334 liberal-arts colleges, teacher's colleges, and normal schools have
remedial reading programs. .A large per cent of he institutions involved
in this study that were not giving reading programs said they were planning
to offer remedial reading programs the following year. In a survey of six
states in the Southwest, Professor O.S. Causey, Texas Christian Univer="
say found that thirty six colleges anduniversities were making use of
meClianical devices in reading programs.
The number of reading programs and the types.of reading materials
used in institutions of higher lees.rning in the U.S.. seem to be legion. No
two schools have reading programs alike in all respects. The variations
seem to be in terms of (1) the overall type of reading pyogram, (2) the
'selection of students to be instructed, (3)'the manner of selecting students
for.instructipn, (4) how tale instruction is to be given and for how long a
pericid of time, (5) the material used in the instructional program, and
(6) who is to give the instruction.
However, there are a few respe cts in which the institutions cd
higher learning are alike in the matter of reading-programs: (1-) practically
all institutions of higher learning seem"to recognize a need for training in
the field iSf read;ng, (2) most of the institutions of higher learning are
attempting to improve the reading status of students, (3) from one fourth
to one half of the institutions of higher learning have a well defined program,
of remedial., reading now in operation.
As a rule,. remedial reading instruction is preceded by a testing or
an appraisal program. This is done of course, for diagnostic purposes.
Generally speaking, there are three large catagories in which reading
appraisals may be made:
(1) Observation of the pupil or student by the teacher.
(2) The use of standardized and objective teacher-made tests.
(3) Diagnosis, made, which is based on the results of mechanical
devices.
In nearly every reading program some special device, skill, technique, or method of instruction Is employed. In many reading programa
,.there are to be found several skills, techniq es; or ,a combination of two
or more of them are used with good, results.
The divisions for the remaining part f the discussion are to be
. found under captions Of techniques, and materials, and methods.
1. Drills' and Exercises
Drills for the improvement of reading las outlinird by Luella Cole in
her book, .The Improvement of Reading, seerxito have set a pattern around
which niany devices have been developed. there an effort is made to increase the efficiency of eye movements during the reading process. The
first drill consists of three,regular designated symbols per line on which
.

.
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the fixations are made, .together witivthe lines indicating the path Of the.
return sweep. In the second drill, words are substituted for symbols. In
the third drill 'or exercise, a group o1 words is substituted for the one word.
In the fourth exercise, a simple storyls typed s.o the lines are about equal
to those in the book, and the distance, between. the lines is a little more
than average.
a. It seems that the outmoded rfietronoscope Was made for the purpose of putting. into operation many of these :exercises. It is an instrument
which was used for the purpose of controlling reading at different rates of
speeir. The reading material itself was presented through a series of windows or: shutters which opened and closed in successive left to right move-

ment of order.
2. Manuals and Workbooks
In almost every reading program, some forni or procedure is outlined in a manual or workbook. Usually directions and explanations are
given, and assignmentS;are made and reference material provided. This
sort of an operation makes for an organiz$d and routinized program.
There are certain times for the performance of certain tasks, check-ups,
etc.
3. Standardized Reading Tests.

Reading tests have been developed for the pOrpose of measuring
both rate and corrxpreirnsibn of reading; as'a rule,1 selected reading niaterial in tests of this kind cover timely, thoughtful and developmental. sublects- in Psychology, History, Economics and Politico. There are items
so arranged as to require understanding in order to determine the word,

sentence meaning, or to get the main idea in a paragraph. These reading
selectionS when presented say, onee'ach week, may be carefully timed
and tested so as to determine the improvement in rate and comprehension.
A. The tachistoscope.
This instrument is a slide projector which is equipped with a flashmeter and controls exposure time. At the beginning of the training, one
should start by flashing onl'a screen three to five digits or one word at
something like a tenth of a second. The amount of 'material should be
gradually. increased to include seven or eight digits or ea phrase at the rate
of a hundredth of a'second. If ten to fifteen minutes are spent twice each
week in practice of this kind, it is believed that the student will widen his
span of acuity and thereby decrease the time required for comprehension.
This, sf course, will also increase the speed of reading and thereby greatly
impro e the proficiency of reading.
5. Moving Picture
The reading film is another technique now/ used to present reading
material. Every two or three days, or once each week, a film in'the series
of some fourteen to sixteen films is shown. The text material is fairly
adult in content and lively in style. Again, at the beginning, the amount of
material shown at a tine is small, about a word at a glance, with the speed

slow -- something like 175- 200 words perminute. T6ward the end of the
series'', speed may have been increased to shOw a half a line of print at a
time, and the rate to the extent of 650 to 900 words per minute. The film
has many advantages, it tends to increate or widen the span of perception,.
regressions..
develop rhythm, and
,.
',.

.

6. The ;fading Faber.

.

TRU is an instrument which fits over a book or similar printed -.
material. It hp.e, a shutte:which descends, or comes down over the:page- *.
at a controlled rate of Speed. The
shutter acts to control the rate of 'reading
,
speed and prohibits refireet'l ye movements. Individuals and very small
groups may use theaCcel ator. Best results seem to be obtained from
individual drill periods ranging, from twenty to forty.minutes, two or three
times each week. The'length ofpractice period will vary with the type of
material read and .the individual student. Perhaps all material should be
graded. as to' readability and -calibrated for the speed of reading, There
should be an abundance of easy readingmaterial in,the form of books,
magazin, pamph1etS, and Perietilidals which is easily accessible to stu.

dents,

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION

The Classroom Method.
The classroom method of instruction is usua ly employed here
anding
students have been,selected and grouped according to sthola. i
Groups
for
reading
instructions
vary
insize
and
kind,
or reading ability.
depending upon the needs of the students. Usually courses. of this kind are
offered in the field of Educational Psychology, Psychology, or as apart of
the work normally given in Education and English courses. Courses of this
1:

type ordinarily carry two to three semester hours of credit.
2. Combinatibn of Library Study Hall Type.

This program usually centers around the librarian, with teachers
as assistants or helpers. Usually, an order of performance is established
early in the reading_program. This order of performance may be provided
in a manual which has been developed by the group. Directions, explanations, assignments, and exercises are given as The program develops. An
abundance of easy reading materials is made available to pupils and students; in the form of books, magazines, pamphlets and reports. This
material is so arranged as to provide an opportunity for students to read
without having to check out Or check in any material. No individual reports are required..
3. The Laboratory Type.
The laboratory method of reading instruction usually, follows a pattern which outlines a diagnostic program, followed by explanations, discussions, and exercises, principally individtial exe-rcises. The activities
are usually directe!... a labor'atory instructor or technician. The whole
program may be equir d of entering students Or 'it may be purely voluntary on the part of students. In many cases students set aside an afternoon each week for pra tice exercise. This seems to result in much

st

greater reading efficiency than,the required drill peciod:done in class, or
in a class assignment. Normally, there are tests and appraisals 'wade,
both subjective and objective, of the students progress.
4. The Clinical Type.
The clinical method employed by some schools is very much like
the laboratory method. However, the clinical method, as a rule,, is even
more to the discovery of what is wrong with the student, while the laboram.to
tbry method is given more to controlled .experimentation. There sees
be greater care given to, diagnosing the difficulties of individual students
and providing specialiied training for abnormal cases than is irrovided
the laboratory method. As a rule, more devices and mechanical equipment are employed. Equipment,' such as .the-teleobinocular, orphthalmograph,' tachistoscope, etc., are made use of in this method of instruction.'
By way of summary there are two large headings under which the
points of this discussion naturally come. They are:
A. The different techniques, devices, and materials used in the
process'of instructing reading.
(1) Drills and Exercises
(2) Manuals and Workbooks
(3) Standardized Reading Tests
(4) Tachist4cope
(5) Moving icture Film
(6) The Reading Accelerator
B. Methods of Instruction
(1) The Classroom Method
(2) The Library Study Hall Type
(3) The Laboratory Method
(4) The Clinical Method
kr
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POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTIONS BY TIM COLLEGES TO
HIGH SCHOOL READING PROGRAMS .

Mr. David Sellars; Coordinator of Instruction, Fort Worth Public Schools
I appreciate very much this opportunity of speaking with the college
teachers of reading and of accepting your offer of friendship and cooperation in our mutual task of improving the efficiency with which human beings
gain meanings from the printed page.
In speaking frankly and honestly of the contributions which I think
you can make for us, I must make it clear that no criticism of you or of
your work is intended., The mere fact that you have invited me to be here
with you is evideince of'your efforts and of your professional zeal. If, in
spite of my plea,' you do imply criticism from any cif my remarks, then let
it apply to persons who are not present. A s usual, in a meeting of this
sort, those not in attendance are the ones who need the sermon.
Your first contribution to high school reading can be to graduate
persons Who can read.. Junior High schools always Complain that pupils
have not been ta*glt to read in the elementary scool. Senior high schools
complain aboutvthe junior high schools. Colleges complain about the senior
high schools. Now, as a consumer of your products, I am saying that far
too many of them cannot read effectively, and, what is worse, they cannot
teach effectively a skill which they cannot perform. I alway.s shudd'fr.
when I recall the teacher of science who complained to her supervisor that
her pupils had learned nothing in spite of her efforts to teach them about
bone formation. When the visitor attempted to help and asked the pupils
the meaning 'of the word, ."ossification," in the phrase, "center of ossification, the teacher flashed out, "Oh, we`has.cep't learned the vocabulary
yet; we have just been doing the reading." Unless you graduate persona
who can read and who know the mechanics of reading, we are not likely to
have good teachers of anything.
Most of you, because of inadequate resources of staff and materials,
confine your efforts to remedial programs available only to defective..
readers.. This is needed and good; my only criticism is that it is too; inadequate. None of the college students is fully efficient in reading; the
better ones, as well as the weaker ones, need reading instruction. If your
colleagues doubt the universal need for your services, contrast for them
the opinions of reading experts,as expressed in the Twenty-Fourth Year'.bookof the N.S.S.E. and the opinions of the same experts as expressed in
the Thirty-Sixth-Yearbook of the same society. You will recall that in the
Twenty-Fourth Yearbook the experts decided that direct instruction in
reading. Could safely be restricted to the primary grades. After the primary
grades it was, "Let the child read to learn, and, incidentally, he vKilla
learn to read." Ittook onlSr a few years of 'experience with this slogan,
however, to cause these same experts to say in the Thirty-Sixth Yearbook
that dire& instruction in reading is needed in the primary grades, in the
.

intermediate grades, in the high schools, and in the colleges.. Please ex

pand your dep' arttrients and spread the light of your teaching to all college

a.
a

learners, notiust the defective ones!

0

In teaching ybur pdpils to read. you must, of dourse,...clo many things,
but pleate, I urge. you, emphasize'-two othe'rri: First, teach; your pupils
ny kinds of reading and that a person can be proficient in,
that there are
some of thenkwit out being proficient in others. Full realizatioii of this'
may still the usel SS complaints of teachers of special subjects and lead
them to accept th it obvious duty to teach the special kind Of reading re-,
quired by their S btjects, Next, teach your pupils to 'read critically andwith discrimination:. Too nlany of ybur graduates who become out teachers.
think that learning has taken faace_vhen.a. pupil calls the words from. his
book, memorizes Aome of them, and reCites(Without understanding) a few,
of them.

A second great aid that I request from you for our prograris that
you recognize, and that you help others to recognize, that yodr methods
and materials are not 'necessarily suitable for high school pupils.. The fault
.

is our own, I'know, but all too long -have public school people sinned in'
aping the methods of college teachers. The truth is that our pupils and
your pupils re quite different in maturity and ability. Your metronoscopesi,
opthalmoscopes, tachistoscopes, and reading rate accelerators are
rily valdablerilt-w,orking with the eyes and in developing reading speed.

Neither of these is our greatest problem.
In what I now say I realize that I am guilty Of ovfriimplification.
But 16t us reduce the.number,orreading skill§ to three:/ Word recognition,
comprehehsion, and speed. Most of us, I, hope, insist that reading should
always he taught as a whole process; that is, each pupil should always,
recognize the worts in his reading matter, he should then comprehend the
sentences, paragraphs, chapters, and book, and he should do all of this
with increasing speed. It is yet,true, nevertheless, that these three Skills
do not need and should not receive equal emphasis at all levels of the instructio7nal program. In the primary grades it is useless to stress comprehension and speed when pupils cannot even recognize the ,words, so the pHmary teac7her, places major emphasis upon word attack and minor emphasis
upon cornpreriensituiand almost no emphasis upon speed. In the intermediate, schools and high schools greater emphasis can be placed upon comprehension, but overemphasis upon speed is likely to have negative rather than
positive values. At the college level,' apparently, you pay us the magni.

,

ficent,/compliment of assuming that we have done a thorough job on th word
attack skills and comprehension skills and that you can safely, throug
your machines and gadgets:, concentrate on speed. I do not presume to

judge, in any manner, your practices for t am not a college reading expert.
But, please,? join me in convincing, high school teachers of reading that
college methods cannot be transferred willy-nilly into high school.
It has been a very great pleasure to be with you, and I wait with
pleasure your comments and questions,.

A
.
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Probably no o subject,in The American Public has mOre practiping pseUdo-specialists than the, field of "Reading". ;n the vernacular,
more "guff" has been written about reading and reading instruction than
the "Texas,War of Independence." This is 'both, good and/ba.d1 Good, in
that it indicates a. deep and, driving interest and ,attacks 'on a Problem.
"Bad" in the sense that we people in ll'ilitsearch too often feel we must "get
something on paper"- even to the extent of.- saying differently. something
that has been said seven times prior. Thid leads,uk,,to confuse teachers
by verbal' camouflage and generalities instead of giving. themitools.of
battle. -This.may be that Semantics, - the:inra.nipulation na-use,of ward,
connotation - makes our common problems, difficult'. 6Cod's "Dictionary
of tducatiCui!' for example 'contains a vocabulary of twenty - thousand, words.
About 90% of these 'have been invented by educators, borrowed from other
disciplines, passed down from the hikory of education'and given new
meanings. This Means, 400.newterms ,or 'concepts ao year, or to the class-,room teacher better than one a day,
over th,e half-century,.' The, term
,
"activ%y" has .a. family of ideas numbering 61 differeht meanings around it,

i.e.: extra curricula , actiyity unit, activity plan, etc. The "individual"
.Social154 sp'e'cific meanings and'"tests"'244
has 30 subsidiary ide
detail forms. . The ye bai astery of terminology in educatiOn is a CO los:sal taik'bey.on'd many of our teachers. The mastery of the. ideas behind
such terminology is fine intellectual activity -- and is important, but let
It us not forget that the efficiency of the teaching profession,,in a mater =; listic,
clemocratic society is measured not by its.`"babble,;;" "jargon",, tern Min logy,
or ideas*, but by how-well we "nurture!'. the yotmg into maturity sc:as to
,irovide emotionally matured citizens. These citizens must perpetuate the
dlmocratic society. This :means basically the 3-R's Mustretnain the
cornerstone of education.
We advance the suggestion that many educators are indulging in a
form of educatiOnalprationaliiation,when they expand their energies in con:structiOn of labels. The end product of our clagses -- the adult citizen
is the criterion of our succesd.. "Can do" should become our motto. Your
idea -- your terminology -- your concept, however proMising, is useful,
in the educationkprocess,only when the teacher uses it successfully with
children. We,..m5stremember the job of educating,.children is in the hands
of the teachers who do not invent new techniques or new terminology. They
use the ones they'get in college, classes' or from supervisory efforts.
Social logic demands they "k,eep up with-the Jones's" by Becoming sensitive
to the educational language. The need is urgent for ti.so demonstrate
wholeheartedly that we "can do "' rather, than "talk".. Lay people have
accused us of babbling! Are we?
Are wedepriving the pupil,00f-spiritual essence whe e attempt our "
'integration" so he becomes a part,of.a.group.f ;Your the e has been one of
"group participation" -'die of subduing and channeling the hild!s-emotions

-
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,arrd_harrnonizing his/attitudes to the groilp. The mechanics may be onea,of

socio-dra.ma, group therapy, dynamics, or a dozen others -- yet in our
"integration," or "groupinp" we examine the psychological premis-eofa.
!,coherent cUlture" and ask out Colfege'frends two questi4s about the
attitude f these groups (whether for reading or social stdidies):

""How are the "correct" attitudes and "goo\d". ends to hp, deter-

mirred?

(2)" Who is going to dekerminethem?
Whyte has termed our efforts at grouping,.."integration", "group dyriamics"
as "grouplhink".. Fle questions the results and poSes othey questions for
US .

(1)

Is the purpose of education to make us alike - or different?

(2) IS our job in high schOol re4ding to m'a.°Ice 6veryone alike - or
.
different?
In essence weare referring to the continual differences, between
basic and applied research. This is true tbdi.y where reading is the con cen on the high;sctoOl levels Emphasis must rest with applied research' "
.
in reading onthe secondary level:
,
The interrelationship betwepn reading ability,,' pe'rsdhal characteristics, home and farhily influences, mental hygfene, and experiential backgroundare not particularly, clear a$ ,found in research. Colleges and universities might clarify thege relationships through ka bettr applied research.
v
.
program.* Research suggests that 'a large nurybertof personal factors
.
maladjustment's
indicdted
by
influence. reading competence, that the
r . .:: or may be
different symptomology may be the cause, may be the.esults,
concomitant with. reading disability, or with Arsonal maladjustment. In
other Words which comes first?
When a, study -habit inventory, an informal readitg,inventory,,a.
r
reading bio;g4Phy, an interest and perSOhality test or othOrAypes of..tests;
procedures' or techniques are utilized to provide informs ion about the puelpil they can be only as effective as the classio6m teach is chp,ab'le.,
Therefore, a job of the university is to make theAigh school teacher .praficient 'in the use of those" instruments.
The college can help the capability and efficiency of the classroom
teacher by a program designed to assist himjn "following through" on the
c,
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clinical program. The university owes to every teacher, a practical
knowledgeof the competencies and limitations of `ainitar work.;
- Experience in public schools has taught the author that as a school
psychologist it is futile to separate or segregate clinical cases from the
normal classibom environment. Whar this dichotomy exists teachers are

,.capable of developing and referring for study paroonality and academic
disabilities in children in far grea.ter nurnbers' than any clinic, or group..
-Ir
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opposed tco*Applied or Opera onal reseach,as
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of clinics, can treat. It is losing battle and the clinics soon find them-,
selves overcome by great mbers of disability cases. There .is a solution to such a problem! It is classroom leVel competency and administration level understanding. Clinical experience for each classroom teacher
is another.partial answer to this problem. In Dallas we request that each
teacher of reading serve: a"rotating internship ", in a reading clinic with
the reading apeciaiistg. This enables her to become acquainted with clinical procedures and. methodology. This' "acquaintance" or ,"exposure may

betas short as three weeks; however, a six-week, part-time, planned internship is recommended. Emphasis duh'ing the teacher's tenure must be
on-the practical aspects. We have constructed ou'r plan of instruction in
the "internship program" around the major essentialsOf reading disabilityas- fourifl in Chapters 12, '13, 14 of Durrell's l'improvernent of Basic
4

, .
Reading,,Abilities". (5)
Reading instruction in the classroom: depends upon_the philosophy of
education and the concept of pslychdlogy of learning held by the adminis tra-

tor and the teacher. I, for one, do-noklear the so-called authoritarian
point of view'in reading. Critics of such A philo-sophy utilize a,. synthetic
logic by being concerned about the possible bad effects of a reading program in which emphasis is placed n mechanics of reading and little thought
is giVern to joys, the_ fears, the abili :es, qtc. of children.. As a Matter of
fact, research indicates 'that to teach -reading
the teacher must still have
.
the child read successfully,:
Knowing that'our patrons expect our children to read we would like
the colleges to help answer some of the following problems for the prospetive teacher before they send them out as Drained practitIoners: \_
1. Has the college given the teacher the training in growth patterns
'
of children?
2. Has the university given the teacher experience with the mechanics of reading so she may utilize them?,
3. Has the university taught the teacher, herself, to read?
4. You "huff and Puff" about children's1,1 eeds -- tell us in specifics
what these needs are. You lose us n your masses of generali.:

,

ties«
.

Has the university trained the teachers to measure (or'` evaluate)
change?

6. College professors speak of "resource people" -- show teacherd'i,

whati, you mean. Do you mean "resources or rehash"?
7. Have you trained administrators to recognize the Reading problems and do something about them?
8. What do you do about the relationships
of the multi-ages?
\
9. Have you made every teacher a reading-demonstrator? In, my
opinion the textbook people have done a good job there. Maybe
coliege, people might le&in from their. Often I am asked by
teachers where they may get good practical reading instruction.
My reply is to spend a year with a. major publishing company.
,
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It becomes the difference between "can do" andacan
,theory and practice.
If reading is effectively taught in rather- clearly defined stages of
developirnent it would follow that these stages hold true for most Learnings.
Is this true? The analysis of learning difficulties, including reading,
following the general pattern of diagnosis, guidance and appraisal. Is good
psychology in most areas of learning also good psychology for reading?
The teaching of mathematics involves, many psychological concepts identical with the teaching of readim. All basic symbbls of our language tot 1
35. Twenty-six letters, nine numbers. The principles of manipulation of
each are similar. Have colleges recognized this?
With the organismic., dynamic, or developmental concept of,educ
tion, reading is considered a thought concept process. This is not new -.
only a refined version of the old idea thatfeading transcends all subject
matter lines., Colleges would do well to spend more time with the prospective teacher, and the teacher, in growth concepts. ,Many courses on
"Individual Differences" lack reference to longitudinal ,growth patterns.
In my opinion, organismic maturity must be considered basic to any college course where diagnosis of learning difficulties i considered. Teachers
teach by distinctive instructional patterns. This mai be due to the emphasis
on method. Regardless of the cause, diagnosis begins with a distinctive
pattern which involves two concepts, maturation and learning. "Achievement in reading is an interaction between the inner potential of the child
and experiences, of. guidance and of maturity. Actually no child follows
our theoretical average, which is one year of gain in reading for one year
of living. Multi-ages must find a place in the: base for diagnosis in reading.
Have colleges shown teachers how to apply such ages?
Teachers do a good job of guidance in Rqading instruction. Here
theory is more easily applied. It should be recognized that in the guidance
of the retarded reader in high school, the high school principal occupies
the key position in any coordinated attack on educational procedures, and
therefore, must be held'responsible for the se'sondary'reading,program.
Because the reading material in high school texts is more difficult than
that in the elementary school texts, it is not only sensible, but essential,
to continue to teach pupils tt read by helping the pupil to refine and develop
reading, abilities bn the secondary level. You people in colleges might
attack this proble in two ways:
1. A cour e in applied reading instruction for faculty
cnembe s of secondary schools, including the principal.
2. Reading instructions on all levels.
On these two points college fai:ulties have made good progress.
However, the need for a rnrire practical approach still exists. Such courses
should .include a plan developing the following sequencg, of instructions:
1. Preparation and development of a reading lesson.
2. Ability grouping and adjustment of the individual in a cla.ssroom.
3. Semantics and Logic of symbols, letters, words..
VA

,

.

4. Development of reading skips (.interpretation skills).
5. Method of word attack: (a) Contextual, (b) Wordt form
(c) structural,' (d) Phonetic, (e) Dictionary.
6.. Reading in content fields.
7. Methods of giving oral book reports.
8. Individual help for teachers.
Essentials of a good remedial piogram possess the same fan amentals as a good developmental program:
1. Thorough diagnosis.
2. Systematic guidance.
3. Provisions of diversified reading materials:
4. Careful evaluation.
mechanized or overMany college remedial programs .are too highly
not do the job. They
machind. Machines, regardless'of their nature, will
for reading ills. Generally,
will assist in specifoic areas but are not a cure
dmpha'size
-- if accompanied by
they'll do one job if -- and I should like to
Tinker, Witty, and
a technically trained specialist. Carson, Westover; The general concluGates, et al'have all verified this through research.
for a
sions indicate that you might as well send the chid to the library
methods.
This
free reading period as to spend his time with mechanical
proyide us with differenstatement should be qualified until college peoplevarying
leYels of reading
tial results for children's work on machines at
colleges'
have not
`ability and the various multi-ages. To my knowledge
given us the answer to,this problem.
Findings are fairly consistent that the elementary grade girls are
and
better than boys on the average in reading comprehension, vocabulary
Stroud and
basic skill's. Boys tend to show superiority in arithmetic.
on most
Lindquist (11) report that at the secondary ley4e1 boys are superiorYet
age
in reading.
tests, while girls tend to maintain their superiority
factors?
for age girls exceed boys in most developments in tlid multi-age
The colleges can give more light on this problem.
on the ocular factol
Universities and colleges have gone overboardvision-little
agreement
involved in reading. Among the rnass of reports on
the
disturbing
of visual defects as
canlie found on,the general importance indicates
reading to be a central
factor in reading. Evidence of growth
The'evidence
found in the
rather than a, peripheral sense organ factor.
are dealing with
literature would indicate that Most of the studies in vision
slight differences in averages and not the wide range in ability found among
the children in a classroom situation.
It must be pointed out, however, that the various studies inmeasures
tests of speed and
of efficiency. in eye movements do show relationship withand
not th9e Causes
comprEhension. Are not eye movements the symptoms
fact, the eyes in i'eeding are
44
of inefficient reading ability? As a,mattei of task. Research coming from
patterned by the requirements of the reading fully inforriiTd us what facour university laboratories have not, as yet, learning and what part to
tors of eye adjustments in reading are due to

1
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maturation and why. Jones and Morgan (8) point out that eye movements
have a familial basis. 'How does'this affect the secon
reading problem?
The teachers of reading skills in the high schtiol w.
ike the ,
college laboratories to provide them with a. clarification of the ffectiVe-*
ness of a nonoral and oral method of reading on the secondary level. We
are not pleased with your present results. We would like you to show us
the effectiveness, or superiority, when related to the wide range of
individual differences among children in a classrooth. We agree. that
research indicates more evidence for lip movements by the oral than nonabti,

oral reader. The evidence also favors the nonoral reader in factors of
speed. What evidence favors such factor's as word recognition, syllabication, word attack, and contextual construction in the nonoral reader?

M'ay*we point out thaelcatz (10) states the prOblem of "gestalt" which plays
a part in contextual ,clues and syllabication often becomes really one of
gestaltqualitan" --,a quality concept. College laboratories have only begun

to tell us the answers here?
College research might help to 4olve, to better satisfaction, the
question of reading failures and relationship to emotional - personality social problems. In a two-year study underway among more than 500

reading failures in Dallas Publid qchools we have foupd about 60% of our'
cases due to problems. in this area, An analysis of the same 500 children's
written work indicates 54% write illegibly when making letters A, E, R,
and T. Most of the group (51%) frequehtlyfind the numerals 5, 6, and 7
Unreadable. Why? You may help here.
Our histories indicate that if a child comes from a "home in conflict

or broker", "a too indulgent hothe", "a too sick or too poor home", "a
too 'old' parents homey or a"reject (not wanted) horne" the teacher has
.a reading problem. Transpathy wilt help the teathek to a legree here --.yet it is unfair in our present stage of knowledge to ask the4classroom
teacher to do good developmental reading wall such children.
Techer's are specialists in group relationships/but are usually
.lay-people in individual treatment. could not the training for the individual
processes be better handled by the college people so as to increase the
teacher efficiency?
There are many'other contributions we might ask you colkmge pedp
to make to high school and elerientafey school reading work.
assist us, most, effectively, and immediately if you will.write so we may
understand "your specifics" and "if you" demonstrate your- thesis rather
than "lecture your point." We should like to see you rid yourselves of the
"grapho-Mania" --- the inordinate impulse to write something --- that has
affected most institutions and give marked concern to class demonstration
the teacher as your detnonstrator.

ying
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DEVELOPMENTAL READING PROGRAM FORT COLLEGE STUDENTS

Ocar S. 'Causey, Director of Reading
Laboratory and Professor of Education,
Texas Christian University
tlh

The purpose o f the reading pi:ograry at Texas Christian University
improvement of the reading ability of college students.
Succes's in college, and frequently in business and the professions,
depends in great measure upon the individual's ability to read well. The
bulk of information is to be found in books, journals, reports and magazines. Mastery of the printed page is open only to those who can read
with some fair degre of comprehension and some fair degree of speed.
With few e,sceztieni students who are most successful have developed
superior rtading ability. With few exceptions* students who are dropped
from coliege for poor scholarship, or are put on probation, are students
who read.slcrwly and with poor comprehension.
Few persOns have developed reading ability comparable to their
intelligence. Students have capacity for learbing more than they do. The
increase in reading ability, which comes from better reading habits,
,brings a valuable aid for increase in learning. All college students, regardless of how well or how poorly they read', can improve their readirig
ability in a properly conducted course in development-al reading.
The administration of Texas Christian University decided to begin
a reading program before the director of the program was employed. The
present' program began in the fall semester 1950. The policy and plans
were discussed in the Deans' Council. The various schools and departments of the University gave their support from the beginning of the program. There is close cooperation between the counselling service and the
reading laboratory. The numerous counsellors are supplied with information relating to students that enables them to advise students wisely
concerning the reading,program.
The success of the reading program depends upon the methods and
techniques used. By use of the correct methods and techniques students
are aided in improving five basic reading skills
comprehension, rate,
reading in thought units, vocabulary-, and directed reading
and in the

integration of these skills, The result is a better reader.
The reading laboratory is open to all students and faculty members.
Students from the freshman, sophomore, junior and senior classes, as
well as graduate students, take the course in developmental reading.
Professional people, members of bus,iness organizations and military per-

sonnel who by,the nature of ,their work are required to do extensive reading
enroll in the Evening Cpllege. The instruction is individualized and adjusted to the needs of each student. Upon entering the course each stu'
dent's reading ability is determined in terms of the chosen basic reading
k skills. Daring the conferences which follow each student becomes familiar with the procedures he is to follow for one semester in improving his
ability to read.
32
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During the year and a half the reading.program has been in operation three hundred twenty-five students have completed the work in the
Reading Laboratory. The progress made by this number of students is as
follows:

Average Initial Comprehension ... 81%
Average Final Comprehension ... 90%
... 219 words per minute
Average Initial Rate
... 400 words per minute
Average Final Rate ... .
Average Gain (by reading score). . 102%
To arrive at a score that measures a combination of comprehension and rate in an initial score, and also in a final score, use is made of,,
the equation
R.. Si

R. x C.
100

In this equation R.S. = reading score, R = rate and C = comprehension.
None. of the three hundred twenty-five students have failed to improve reading ability. It may be noted again that the average gain is 102
percent. Only twenty students, or six percent of the total number, gained
twenty-five percent or mss. More than half of those trained gained one
hundred percent or moire.
The greatest gain was 376 percent. This freshman, a girl, made
comprehension score of 98 percent, and a reading rate of 695 words per

minute. The second greatest gain was 364 percent by a girl in the freshman class who improved her comprehension 22 percent and attained a rate
of 687 words per minute.

The highest rate of 916 words a minute was attained by a young, man

in the senior class.
A credit of two semester hours is given for the course in Developmental Reading. The curriculum committee of the University has approved6
credit for three semester hours peginning in the fall of 1952.
Work is offered in the Graddate School for training of teachers of
reading in colleges and high schools. Methods, techniques, procedures
and materials for Developmental Reading at high school level have been
prepared and tested.
In addition to textbooks the books listed below are used. Special
materials and procedures have been developed for enabling the students, to
profit by use of these books.
Better Reading by Elizabeth A. Simpson
Fighting South (The), by John Temple Graves
First Two Decades of Life (The), Merry and Merry
Hawthorne Selected Tales and Sketches, Nathaniel Hawthorne
History of Texas Christian University, Colby D. Hall
How to Read a I3ook, Mortimer Adler
Kimball Contest Copy, by John.N. ACimball
Moby 'Dick, 'Herman Melville
28
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New Testament
Reading Laboratory Workbook, by Oscar .S. Causey
Reading and Vocabula"ry DeVelopment, by C.O. Weber
A.Critical Anthology (The) edited by Mark Schorer
Story
Story of the Johns Flopkins (The), Bernheirn
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A SUMMARY OF THE CONFERENCE

.D r. Rudolph Fiehler, Head of English
Department, Southern. State College-The first Southwest Reading Conference for Colleges and Universities, held at Texas Christian University. on April 24-25, 1952, reflects a..
growing interest in the development of courses in reading improvement on
the college level. By custom, instruction in reading has been the peculiar
function of the elementary school. The 24th Yearbook of the National So/tiety for the Study of Education went so far as to advocate specific reading

/ instruction in the first three grades only, but twelve years lat er, in its
36th Yearbook, this same organization advocated reading instruction
through each year of the common school program. Today there is a
growing acceptance that training in reading can be helpful at every level
of instruction, and that a . reading improvement program in college is juStified if it produces only an increase in the rate of rea.ding.)
A growing number of dolleges and.aniversities are promoting
!

reading improvement under zil.i;rariefy of programs. In the Southwest,
TeXas Christian University has enrolled 137 students in five sections
meeting three days a week for two hours credit; Texas A. &M. lists a
reading course as a one-credit-hour elective in its basic program and has
more than 400 students in 12 sections meeting three times a week; the
University of Oklahoma assigns graduate assistants to groups-of 10 to 12

students for an eight week course. Elsewhere, Purdue and Cornell have
notably successful prograrris. Iowa State University'includes reading as
one of the four basic skills in a Communications course, the other skills
being listening, writing, and speaking.
The programs have developed variously, but have been most successful when they have been pushed from the administrative level. They have
been successfully assigned to English Departments, sch ols of Education,
or to the guidance services, and joint sponsorship has bee ound to be
entirely practicable, to the counseling services and instructio al staffs
jointly surveying the needs of students, -selecting those who neee
special attention of a reading program, and determining the approa to
be used, whether through the clinical method, through'group instructio
or through a combination of techniques.
Methods used are manifold. Experience at Texas Christian University points to the, advisability of concentrating on a few areas - cornprehension, rate, vocabulary, reading in thought units, and directed reading.
.-- rather than to attempt a wider approach through a scattering of tech
niques. .Training in word recognition, or "phonics," is strongly advocated
for those students whose'.deficiencies in these learnings point to special
needs in this. direction. Among the various mechanical devices which are
available, the most gene-rally used is the pacing device, which moves a ;,
curtain or shutter downward at a controlled rate,over a page of reading'
material and thus requires an acceleration of the speed of reading. Schools
with well-organized programs usually have; enoughof these machine's to
enable an entire class to Use them at one time. Next in favor. is the con.
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trolled-exposure projector, or tachistoscope for training in quick perception and recognition. With this device, students-begin training with
numbers of.five digits at one-second exposure, and gradually reduce the
interval of exposure to one-hundreth of a second, while the number of
digits is expanded to seven and nine. The telebinocular, for detecting
particular difficulties in vision, is accepted as regular, equipment where,
a .1.inical approach is used. Films on reading improvement produced by
Harvard University and Iowa State Unrversity are also much in favor.
Opinions' vary as to the value of the mechanical devices. Some
feel that the specific habits developed by the pacing device and the flash
meter are a most effective foundation for improved ill; others think
that students will be helped quite as effectively if hey e simply sent ,to
the library for a free reading period; still others maintai hat the particular value of these devices, or "gadgets" is to interest the student and
to provide him with an objective measure of the progress he is-making.
At its closing session, The First Southwest Reading Conference
votedto provide for a continuing Organization by choosing an exedutive
committee headed by O.S. Causey to publish the proceedings of the coriference and to arrange for a 1953 meeting.
The distribution of representatives at the conference by position
and departments was as follows: .English, eleven. Education, eleven.
Reading, eight. Deans, six. Psychology, two. Not designated, three
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FORTY QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BEFORE `AND DURING i'HE CONFERENCE
1.

Should college credit be given for work taken in a reading program? If
so, how much credit?
The trend is definitely in the direction of assignment of credit for work done in college reading
programs.. A recent
"
survey of current practices shows a variation from no credit
to three semester hours.

2. In a program where improvement of reading Ability must be on a volun-

tary basis how can the students best be 'encouraged to take the course?
(1) Faculty recognition of need for improvement of. reading
ability of both. faculty and students, ,.(2) faculty recognition of
the effectiveness of the reading program, (3) student recognition of opportunity offered in the reading program, (4) active counselling service.

3. What should be the administrative setup for administering a reading

program?
See "PROBLEMS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF A,
COLLEGE READING PROGRAM", by Dr. Albert J.
Kingston and "THE READING PROGRAM IN THE COLLEGE

CURRICULUM", by Dr. William Eller, in this issue.
4. Should credit.be given for how-to-study courses?

This question is still debatable. A considerable number of. -,
colleges and universities give credit for "orientation courses"
and similar courses by other names which are largely how-tostudy courses. Is there not a distinction to be made between
courses designed fora improvement of reading ability and howto-study courses?
5.

Would a non - credit course, made a pre-requisite for sciphomore
be a gq,o4 place in the curriculum for remedial reading
Yes.

rf

6. 'What are the most useful instruments for improving reading? Costs?
The ideally equipped reading clinic or laboratory would contain the aids listed below. The list is arranged in descending
ordeof of importance of the instruments.
(1) Reading Pacers (listed in order of their appearance on
the market). The Reading Rate Controller* The Three

Dimension Co., 4555 W. Addison Street, Chicago 41,
Illinois. Price $85. 00.
The Reading Accelerator,
ScienCe Research Associates, Chicago, Illinois, Price
$65.00 plus small charge for manual.
The Keystone
Reading Pacer, Keystone View Company, Meadeville,
PennsOvania, Price, approximately $100. 00.
(2) -(4 Tachistoscopes. (Large instrument for group
work) Flashmeter, Keystone 'View Company, Meadeville,
Pennsylvania. Price $238.50
(b) Tachistoscopes (Small instruments for individual
or small group work). Society for Visual Education, Chicago,
Illinois, Price, approximately $100.00. American Optical
Company (offices in most of the large cities) The Three
Dimension Company, Chicago, Illinois, ,The Stereo-Optical
Company, 3539 'North Kenton, ChiCago 41, Illinois', Price
$65. 00.

(3) Films. Harvard Films. Distributed by Harvard University PresS, Cambridge, Mass. Price, $245.00 for

sixteen films. High School Reading Training Films. Distributed by Extension Division, State University of Iowa,
Iow9. City, Iowa. Price, $125.00 for fourteen films.
(4) Visual screening instruments. Telebinocular. Keystone
View Co., Meadeville, Pa. Price $215. 00. Ortho-Rater.
(5) Ophthalmograph (Instrument for clinical diagnosis).

American Optical Co. Price $400.0.

7. Why can't we have a newsletter so we can be informed about what is
being done in reading programs?
A newsletter:can be published if a sufficiently large number
of persons are interested in supporting the publication. It
is SUggested that a newsletter be considered at the next
meeting of the conference.

8. To what extent should the reading program be voluntary for college
students?

The writer knows of no college that requires all of its students to take a reading course for credit. Howard College,
Birmingham, Alabama requires such a course of all freshmen.
9. Should students bear any of the expense of the reading program?
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A fee to cover the cost of mimeographed ,materials tests,
etc. seems, reasonable. Some of the colleges assemble the
expendable materials in workbook form and.require the students to purchase them. Some institutions. are in position to
5
charge a larger fee to cover additional costs.
personnel
10. To what extent should students doing advanced work in student
and Education be utilized in the instructional program?
Q

The same 'principles apply, in this case as in-nkher areas of
instruction.
training to- elemen11. Does the college have an obligation to offer remedial
.
,tary and secondary students hi their area.s? If not, should they furnish
facilities for diagnosing .the reading probleins of this group?
(7.;
.

A considerable number of colleges are recognizing the
need in this field and are extending, the services of the reading
clinics to linOlude a limited number. of 'elementary and high
school stunts {,,,A fee is' usually charged for diagnosis except in cases where the diagnosis is made as a demonstration
procedure in the training o.f teachers of reading. Tuition:is
usually charged'in cases where remedial instruction is pro - ;
No

.

s

vided.

the minimum of 1,
12. To have a successful reading program,' what would be

reading materials and methods to be used?

See, "Methods, Techniques, Procedures and Materials Used
Reading-Program", by Dr. A. L. Long, in
the
this issue.
should be
13. To do remedial reading, approximately how; many students

grouped together in. one group for instruction?

Opinions vary on this question. A great deal depends upon the
ingenuity and Allay of the teacher and the moans operandi
of the program. Most specialists feel,, however, that special
.classes should not exceed 25 -30 students . Perhaps good discussions at the next conference meeting will result in the
pooling of experiences o.f a sufficiently large number of
teachers to give more light on this problem.
likely produce
14. What is the minimum amount of time per week that will
good results in remedial reading? How should this time be distributed?
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Little -research has been done to determine
ptirrial number of hours, per week which should bt,devoteci
a.dirig instruction. Most successful college programs s
to operate
on either two/or thiree peNods of instruction pe
ek. A.
good 'general rule o follow is to organize the reading program
so that sufficient training tiMe is provided to insure the developrrint and maintenance of more 4dequote skills. Training
time should be distributed so that the maximum needs of the
students are met.
A

15. What institutions are train

ers of remedial reading?

Many institutions are trani good remedial reading teachers.
§pace prevents an adequate listing. Some of theo.;rell-known
satools are: UniKersity of Chicago, Temple University, New
York University, ColumbiaUniversity, State University of lima, University of Maryland,' BOton,University..
16. Are tables available that show how rapidly a perSon at'a. given Level o
- intelligence should read? If so, where?
,

As far as the wraer knows, no table of thisicind have been prepared. Ina recent report of a study made by Barbe and
Grilk of fifty two tenth grade 13413ns-in, which the Herirrion-

yikelson Tests of Mental Ability And'the Iowa Silent Reading.'
ImIrests 124re used a plus .12 correlation is shown between

reading rate and Q. 'The writers commentlhat the plus .12
is "not a statistically, significant correlation." (See Corre-.

lations/''between Reading Factors and'IQ, by Walter Barbee'
and Werner Grilk in March Lissue of- School a°nd Society.)
Certainly a five year old child who has an IQ of 140 cannot
,be expected to read as well at a child-of fifteen;who has an
IQ of 100.

17. What reading materials, or what types of materials, areAest suited to
a pretx*rath of remedial. reading?

sorts of material should be utilized in acollege, reading
ram. Material should vary from extremely easy reading ,
to fficult material. It should represent a crOss-section'of
all o
pes of material a student will encounter in his
program It must haVe a high.in-teres
el so that,sbudents
will be m tivatedito read. (See Methods, aterialst Tgchniques, a d Procedures UsAd in College Reading Programs,
p

by Dr. A.L. tong in this issue.
A

.
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18. Have testa been devised to deterinine correlation between progress made
in reading and, as a result of this progress, improvement in other
courses, such as history, sociology, math., etc? If so, what is percent
of correlation?'
Many studies have been published to illustrate that the gains
made by students in a college reading program have resulted,

in gains in grade-point ratios in other courses. Other studies
have pointed out that the nuimber of student failures in some

subject areas have been decreased. The writer does not
understand the qUestion concerning "tests" and "percent of
Correlation". As grading standards vary in different institutions and gains, vary among reading%programs, no study
would have validity outside of the university in which it was
made,
19. What is the per - student cost of a reading program? .

.The per-student cost of a program depends. upon the number
of students enrolled, the amount and cost of equipment and .;
material utilized, the cost of.practice and.testing materials
employed, and the salary paid to those who conduct t e program. 'At Texag A. & M., the per-student cost is e mated
to be $15.'00 per semester.
.20. DOes bhe reading program offer anything for the student with a bk-lingual
background and conseqUent lack of English vocabulary?

If proper diagnosis of the student's disability is made and if
individualized training is provided, the bi-lingual student
can be greatly assisted. It is probably a Mistake, however,
to treat these students as pure reading disabilities. Often a
special course in English would be of greater assistance to
them. 4(
21.

ow.,does` the reading' program relate to the lack of background and minimal experience basis for vocabulary?

The writer is not quite certain of the meaning of this question.
It is assumed that the questioner is interested in finding out
what steps should be taken to provide a more adeRuate experience to the student in order to develop vocabulary. Mapexperiences areprovided through a great variety of reading
exercises, s.pecial vocabulary exercises, ditci audio-visual
aids. These are all designed to assist the student wl is
handicapped by minimal experiences in vocabulary.
36
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.rliVhat role should machines play in the college reading clinic?

The reading pacer has two roles: ,(I) it provides motivation,
(2) it provides a method for frequent student recognition of
progress' made in improvement of rate and comprehension.
If materials read by students with aid of reading pacers are
carefully chosen and properly prepared with frequent corn.prehension tests, the students can determine at any time
his progress in iMprovement-of reading rate and comprehension.
The function of the tachisloscope,in the reading program is =
improvement of rate and accuracy of p'er'ception by .(1) increasing the span of recognition (seeing more words per

-

eye-fi3cation), (2) reducing the duration of eye fixations.
Films combine sorn.e,of the values of 'reading paCers and

tachistoscopes. Films are viewed with "far. distance
vision." 'The printed page 'is read with "near distance
vision." TALe may be.a.difference between the two.in
effectiveness in making desirable changes in reading habits.
The role of inStruments'designed for school testing of
vision is simply that of detecting defective vision so that

.

.students With defeCtfIxe vision may be referred to eye-

specialists.
The ophthalmograph is a diagnostic ihstrument. It makes
a record of eye movements on thirty five millimeter film
while the student is reading an assigned number of lines.
Interpretation of the film gives the following: reading rate,

number of eye-fixations per line,:.number of words. in each
eye-fixation, duration of each fixation, number of regressions

pejline or per" number of lines read, return sweep -- eye-:
movement from end-.of line of print to the beginning of the
next line.

23. Should emphasis be placed upoil-eye-movements?

/10
Opinions vary. Center and Persons give a large part of the
first chapter to eye-movements in each of their three books,
"Problems in Reading and Thinking,," "Experiences in

Reading and Thinking" and "Practices in Reaclingiand Thinking."
(The Macmillan Company) The students using these books,
are Made strongly conscious of eye-movements. A stro g emphasis upon eye - movements ,makes Many stuover;,canscious of eye movements and causes, them
d
to center-attention upon their* own eye-moviments with a loss
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of attention to the thoughts expressed on the printed page.
This writer makes no reference to eye-movements to students. Better results are obtained by substituting the"term
"thought grasp" for the terms "eye-fixation:" Prospective
teachers in methods courses should acquire a thorough understanding of the nature and functiOns of eye-movements in
reading and acquire the ability to interpret ophthalmograph

film records.
24. When material is obtained from magazines or neW'spapers, what kind of
comprehension check is made?
The comprehension check on magazine and newspaper articles
is usually made by using the teacher -made tests. ,,These tests
may be either objective or subjective. The Readers Digest,
Pleasantville, New York, has prepared questions fol use in

schools, on articles in each issue of the publication. ;Thes

9

Aue.stions are of various types and_some of them have been
standardized, Harpers Magazine, Arlington Street; Boston,
Mass. also has a reading service. Interested persOns may
get details and prices' of these services by writing-to the
Edutation. Department of these; publications.

25. Can eye-movements be reliably measured without the use ofan Ophthalmograph?

Yes, but not with a high degree of accuracy.

26. Which departnient of the college should be responsible for teaching
reading?
See discussion of this problem in "Summary of the Conference,"
by De. Rudolph Fiehler, in this issue.
,

27. Is tachistoscopic training an essential part of the reading program?

Thze tachistoscope is a valuable aid. Good programs can be
cdnducted without it.

28. Are standardized tests available? What are they? Do they test progress
in both comprehension and speed?

Several standardized tests for grades eight to thirteen are
availablea Two widely used tests are the Iowa Silent Reading
'Test, published by Woild Book Company, Yonkers-On-Hudson,
New York, and Diagnostic Reading Test-Survey section, published by Science Research Associates, 57 Grand Ave., Chicago,
38
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Illinois. The Iowa Silent Reading Test is designed to measure
rate, comiirehension,. directed reading, paragraph comprehension, word meaning, sentence 'meaning; poetry comprehension, use of index; selection of key words. The S.R.A.
Test is designed to measure rate, comprehension and vocabulary. Four forms of each of the two tests have been standardized so that progress in the progress of each of the skills
measured may be revealed.

29. Have instructors in other departments been convinced of the value of a
reading prograth?
Are they cooperative?
.
.

Situations in regard to the point of this question vary from
institution to institution, of course. In colleges where a
good reading program has been in operation long enough to
prove its value the student counsellors frequently assign
students to the reading course. See answer to ,question seven..
30. Could tfie reading program be made a part of English Composition
elk

course?

Methods are quite generally in use in the Freshman English
course that would need to be materially altered if adequate
improvement in reading ability should become a major objective of the course*, Some plans are bei made at this
time for experimental work in this area.
31z. Are any of the represented institutions using the Harvard Reading. Films?
-.If so, are they used with the entire group? What has been the success
of students in handling the comprehension checks that accompany the

films?

Seventeen colleges and universities cooperating in the survey
mentioned in The Preface reported the use of films. Some
are using Iowa Films. The second and third parts of this
question were not answered during the conference., The Executive Cdrnmittee will furnish, on request, the list of institutions
using films.
32. What would you do about spelling in a reading program?

Spelling is an integral part of vocabulary building just as
vocabulary building is a part,of any good reading program.

33. How many programs include study habits?
4
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Seven of the programs reported in the study mentioned in
The Preface included study habits, study skills,:study techniques or study methods.
34. Is there not a certain danger in arbitrarily assuming that the studen0

reading rate is the same for all types of materials?
Yes.

35.

Does a student have "a rate" or "rates" of comprehension -- (1)
literary (2) scientific (3) mathematical (4) sociological (5)
recreational?.
This question suggests additional question,s.. yrAhae is recreational
reading material? Does literature prov'ide.opportunity for
recreational reading? Is sociology scientific? Is modern
literature withont scientific content ? Qould a journal of mathematics contain recreational readirnk for a genius? What
proportion of mathematical reading rriaterials of today is made
up of problem-solving, which is supposed to "slow down" the

mental processes? Ifthere are five distinct fields or areas
into which reading materials can be lasM.fied (???), what

about the interest factor and backgroUnd of training in relation
to the different fields? Does a student of sociology read sociology faster than he reads a recreational article in a popular
magazine?
The-writer thinks it is not unlikely that some fallacies have
developed relating to the classification of reading according
to the five areas named in the question -- fallacies that are
not unlike the widely accepted fallacy that "a slow 'reader is
a good reader". It' is known now that: generally people who
have an above-average reading rate comprehend what is
read more fully than does the slow reader.
Perhaps teachers need to make an effort to avoid the fallacy of
thinking of difficulty of reading as being too closely related to
subject matter fields and recognize more fully the range of,
difficulty in given fields. An example illustrates the point.
Hawthorne's Tales and Sketches and The Story by Schoref
were_assigned as reading to a college class. Both books are
"(1).literary",. Each is a volume of short stories. The two
books were read by the same students under the same, conditions. Rates and comprehension scores were recordedaifor
each story in both books. The first book was read at a
slower average rate and with lower average comprehension

scores.

45.
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36. Do 'You use grouping as a technique to meet individual differences?

Each student works individually to improve his or her reading
'ability in the course in Developmental Reading at Texas
Christian University. The grouping technique is not used in
the course.

37. When the reading pattern of a student before training is compared with
his reading pattern'after training what is the most outstanding differehc.e ?

The answers to this question might vary according to .the values
assigned by the person analyzing the two..patterns. One of the
most outstanding differences, if not the most 'outstanding diTference, is the improvement in ability of the student to read
in "thought units" rather than "word by word". The average
college student before taking a course for the improvement of
reading ability sees and thinks an average of a slightly more
than one word at a time. The following would be read approximately as indicated. "Each/speaker/at the/conference/
revealed/readily/to the/aud/ienCe/tha!t/much time/had been/
spent/and/extensive/reading/had beeh/done/in the/prepa/

ration/of his/address." A good reader takes the thoughts

from the printed page in "thought grasps", pos.sibly.a.s follows:
"Each speaker/at the conference/revealed readily/to the
audience/that much time/had been spent/and extensive reading/

had been done/in the preparation/of his address." The result
is a higher rate of comprehension and more thorough comprehension. Reading becomes a more satisfying experience.

38. Is there a place for a course in the improvement of reading in the Adult.

Education program?

A considerable number of institutions have made provision
for such a course for adults. Professional people and bassi.,
ness executives recognize the need for better and faster
reading. Night 'classes appear tp be best suited for meeting
this need.

.

39. Is democracy best served when the reading program is limited to re-

medial reading?

No. Futureileadership will come largely from the large group
of college students who are average readers or better.ttfan
average readers. The demands upon them for extensive use of
the printed page will be great. Their reading ability can be

4r

very greatly improved while they are in college by a course
in developmental reading.
40. Is the reading ability of faculty members improvable?

Yes, definitely. The suggestion has been made that a course
taken by faculty members for the improvement of their reading
ability is the most desirable step in initiating a reading program in a college or university.
4
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